
AVOILA AND DAWN GALLAGHER ANNOUNCE PARTNERSHIP TO 
CELEBRATE BEAUTY OF ALL AGES 

 
 

Nationally recognized skincare company partners with wellness maven to disrupt out-
dated attitudes toward beauty through all phases of life.  

 
 
 
 
June 7, 2022  -- Avoila (ah-vwa-lah), the award-winning skincare company, and Dawn 
Gallagher, veteran beauty and wellness expert, have announced a new partnership to empower 
and inspire women to redefine what looking and feeling their best at any age means to them. 
The partnership is a response to persistent standards of beauty and wellness that ask women to 
hide their true beauty beneath harmful products and assumptions. Instead, women should be 
encouraged to think about healthy skin, and to celebrate their inherent beauty at all stages of 
life.  
 
 
Avoila Nourishing Face Oil is the brainchild of co-workers turned friends Kristy Hunston and 
Grace O’Sullivan, who left their corporate jobs in 2017 and launched Avoila in 2020. Since then, 
Avoila has been nationally recognized for its natural, organic ingredients and remarkable effect 
on all skin types by Forbes, Town & Country Magazine, American Spa Magazine, Organic Spa 
Magazine, and more. 
 
 
“When Kristy and I started Avoila, we were looking to create a product we couldn’t find for 
ourselves; something that would nourish our skin with plant-based oils, and without any toxic, 
harmful or animal-derived ingredients,” says Grace O’Sullivan, co-founder of Avoila. “We were 
also adamant about not contributing to the fallacious “anti-aging” marketing messages that have 
convinced us that it is attainable to go back in time if only we use the right products.” 
 
 
“Some may say skin looks younger after Avoila because it has softer lines, is smoother and 
more hydrated, but we are focused more on skin health than endorsing the persisting ‘fountain 
of youth’ fib that permeates our culture,” says Kristy Hunston, Avoila co-founder. “Our organic 
plant oils provide rich nutrients into the deep layers of your skin, so your skin becomes the very 
best version of itself. We found the perfect person to help us share this message in Dawn 
Gallagher.” 
 
 
Dawn Gallagher is a renowned trailblazer for a growing population of women who are active, 
independent, and aspire to age with beauty and style. Her pro-aging philosophy inspires women 
to mature with grace and dignity.   
 
 
“I am beyond thrilled to be partnering with Avoila, a company and product I immediately fell in 
love with,” says Dawn Gallagher. The best thing we can do, at any age, is respect and support 
our skin, as well as our bodies and our minds. Clean and natural skin care aligns with my deep 



belief that women can look their best at any age and any stage of life. We need to remind 
ourselves everyday that taking care of ourselves is not self indulgent, but self preservation and 
love. The integrity of the products in Avoila are rare, and truly enhance natural and inherent 
beauty from within.” 
 
 
 

*** 
 
 
ABOUT AVOILA 
Avoila Nourishing Face Oil is an award winning clean beauty company founded by Kristy 
Hunston and Grace O’Sullivan in 2020. Our mission is to develop high quality, organic skincare 
products by harnessing nutrient-rich ingredients and preparing them in captivating formulas that 
feel good to use every day. www.avoila.com 
 
 
 
ABOUT DAWN GALLAGHER 
Dawn Gallagher is a former supermodel, author, vlogger, beauty expert, television host and 
mother. A veteran of the beauty business for over 25 years, Dawn discovered years ago that 
taking care of oneself is not self-indulgent but self preservation. She has authored two New 
York Times best-selling books on natural beauty. Dawn has appeared on over 300 magazine 
covers and been featured in campaigns for Clairol, L’Oreal, Coty, Clarins, Valentino and Ralph 
Lauren. She has worked with such prestigious photographers as Francesco Scavullo, Patrick 
DeMarchelier and Peter Beard. Dawn is also active as an on-air guest for the Shopping 
Networks. She resides in New York City. www.dawngallagher.com 
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